TRIED & TRUE BOOK CLUB FAVORITES
from Rachel Kamin & Arlene Ratzabi

A Bend in the Stars by Rachel Barenbaum (Grand Central, 2019)
  ➢ See Also: Atomic Anna (Grand Central, 2022)

Florence Adler Swims Forever by Rachel Beanland (Simon & Schuster, 2020)

The Third Daughter by Talia Carner (William Morrow, 2019)
  ➢ See Also: The Impure (2017 documentary)

The Thread Collectors by Shaunna J. Edwards & Alyson Richman (Graydon House, 2022)

House on Endless Waters by Emuna Elon (Atria, 2020)

The Color of Love: A Story of a Mixed-Race Jewish Girl by Marra Gad (Agate, 2019)

On Division by Goldie Goldbloom (Farrar Straus & Giroux, 2019)

The Lost Shtetl by Max Gross (HarperCollins, 2020)

Morningside Heights by Joshua Henkin (Pantheon, 2021)

Have You Seen Luis Velez? by Catherine Ryan Hyde (Lake Union, 2019)

Rebel Daughter by Lori Banov Kaufmann (Delacorte, 2021)

The Latecomer by Jean Hanff Korelitz (Celadon Books, 2022)

Golem Girl: A Memoir by Riva Lehrer (One World, 2020)

The Imperfects by Amy Meyerson (Park Row, 2020)
  ➢ See Also: 50 Children: The Rescue Mission of Mr. And Mrs. Kraus (2013 HBO documentary)

From Miniskirt To Hijab: A Girl In Revolutionary Iran by Jacqueline Saper (Potomac Books, 2019)

Inheritance: A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and Love by Dani Shapiro (Knopf, 2019)

The Book of V. by Anna Solomon (Henry Holt, 2020)

The Nine: The True Story of a Band of Women Who Survived the Worst of Nazi Germany by Gwen Strauss (St. Martin's Press, 2021)

The Beauty Queen of Jerusalem by Sarit Yishai-Levi; translated by Anthony Berris (Thomas Dunne, 2016)
  ➢ See Also: 10 episode Israeli television adaptation on Netflix
2023-2024 Book Club Possibilities:

Swimming with Ghosts by Michelle Brafman (Keylight, 2023)

A Small Sacrifice for an Enormous Happiness: Stories by Jai Chakrabarti (Alfred A. Knopf, 2023)

Leaving Eastern Parkway by Matthew Daub (Delphinium, 2022)

One Hundred Saturdays: Stella Levi and the Search for a Lost World by Michael Frank (Avid Reader Press, 2022)

The Man Who Sold Air in the Holy Land: Stories by Omer Friedlander (Random House, 2022)

Kantika by Elizabeth Graver (Metropolitan Books, 2023)

Hotel Cuba by Aaron Hamburger (Harper Perennial, 2023)

Once We Were Home by Jennifer Rosner (Flatiron Books, 2023)

On Repentance and Repair: Making Amends in an Unapologetic World by Danya Ruttenberg (Beacon Press, 2022)

The Red Balcony by Jonathan Wilson (Schocken Books, 2023)

Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow by Gabrielle Zevin (Knopf, 2022)

---

Book Club Resources:

Jewish Book Council
https://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/book-clubs

Jewish Women’s Archives
https://jwa.org/programs/bookclub

One Book One Hadassah
https://www.hadassahmagazine.org/tag/one-book-one-hadassah/

Women’s League Reads
https://www.wlcj.org/2015/01/womens-league-reads/